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Correction of an enduring wrong or a "pitiful l1 decision? 

The decision of the High Court of Australia in Mabo & ars v The State of 

Queenslandl has attracted unprecedented conunent. Justice Brennan (with whom 

Chief Justice Mason and Justice McHugh agreed) envisaged that his decision would 

afford a new, just and appropriate "skeleton of the conunon law" in Australia 

concerning the title to land of its indigenous peoples. Many have applauded the 

decision as long overdue. Others have condemned it as a judicial usurpation of power. 

The Hon Peter Connolly, a fonner Judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland, 

described it in emphatic terms: " ... as law, the decision is pitiful."2 Rarely has a 

decision of an Australian court attracted so much praise and so much calumny. Most 

conunentators have, of course, not read the decision. Most do not really know exactly 

what the case decides. 

* 

1 
2 

President of the Court of Appeal of New South Wales, Sydney. Australia. Chairman of the 
Executive Committee of the International Commission of Jurists. The author acknowledges the 
assistance received from Mr. Eugene Romaniuk, Research Officer to the Court of Appeal, in 
the preparation ofws paper. 

(1992) 175 CLR 1. 
P Connolly, "Should the Courts Detemline Social Policy?" in The Association of Mining & 
Exploration Companies Inc, The High Caurl of AUSIralia in Mabo, 1993, p9 . 
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That the Mabo decision would attract such varied comment was probably

inevitable. After all, the decision rejected the legal concept of terra nullius - a

fundamental assumption, until now, in Australia's legal history. It is the extent of the

public debate, and its vehemence, which is notable and virtually unique. Needless to

say, the recognition, in pl1nciple, of a form of native title, lying as a substratum to

Australia's established systems of real property law, has excited ambition,

consternation and vituperation on the part of those who perceive that their interests

may fall within the domain of the emerging Mabo principle.

For some, the Mabo decision is correct, morally and legally. For others, it

stands as a nearly insunnountable obstacle to their perceived rights and as an

impediment to economic progress in Australia as they perceive it. The issues, the

subject of popular debate, will only ultimately be clarified by legislative intervention,
,.

or, in the absence of legislative initiative, by decisions of the courts as they have to

consider the individual claims to land presented to them.

The Mabo decision is legally significant in a number of respects. First, it

recognised the entitlement of indigenous people of Australia to a form of native land

title. This recognition required the overruling of the common law doctrine of terra

nullius. For this, the High Court has been criticised upon the basis that it thereby

usurped a legislative function and so breached the separation of powers doctrine

enshrined in the Australian Constitution. Secondly, the High Court offered guidance

as to the circumstances in which an established common law doctrine may be

overruled by a court. Thirdly, guidance was offered as to the proper influence which

international law and international instrunlents may have upon the development of the

common law in Australia. Finally, the decision implicitly blings to the fore an

important question ofjudicial policy.
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In 1879 the islands were annexed to the then colony of Queensland.S In 1882,

the Queensland Government reserved the islands for the native inhabitants. It leased

An overview of the Mabo decision

The scope of this paper forbids a detailed analysis of the Mobo decision.

However it is essential to offer a broad description of the decision if only because

most observers have little or no idea of what the case actually holds.

175 CLRat 17 per Brennan J.
ibid at 18.
Pursuant to the Queensland Coas/Islands Act 1879 (Qld).
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The most telling criticism which has been targeted at Mabo concerns not how

the High Court came to its decision, but whether, as a matter of judicial policy, it

ought not to have left such a seemingly radical change of the law to the elected

representatives of the Australian people in their democratic Parlianlents.

The Meriam people (a people of Melanesian descent) live on the Murray

Islands. This small group of islands is situated in the Torres Strait. The islands in

question comprise an area of nine square kilometres. The largest island is called Mer.

There had not been a migration of permanent settlers to the Murray Islands. The

islands remain today basically as they were when Australia was acquired by Britain.

The indigenous inhabitants of the islands live in village commtmities. Property

is passed, by custom, from one generation to another. The evidence taken by the

primary judge in Mobo suggested that the cultivation of gardens was a primary

activity. The Meriam people of today retain a strong sense of "affIliation with their

forebears and with the society and culture of earlier times".3 Justice Brennan noted

that "the findings show that Meriam society was regulated more by custom than by

law".4

3
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ibid at 18. 
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The essential difference between the several majority judgments was that Chief

Justice Mason and Justices Brennan and McHugh did not agree with the -

The actual decision of the High Court of Australia was neatly swnmarised, with

the authority of the Court, by Chief Justice Mason and Justice McHugh in their short

note expressing agreement with the judgment of Justice Brennan. Their Honours

said,7

two acres to a society of missionaries. In 1931, a lease of two ofthe smaller islands in

the gronp was granted by the Qneensland Government so that a sardine factory could

be established there. However, the lease made express reference to the native interest

in the islands by prohibiting interference with the native's nse of the islands.

- 4 -

"... conclusion to be drawn from the judgments of [Justices]
Deane, Toohey and Gaudron... that, at least in the absence of

(1992) 175 CLRat76 per Brennan J.
ibid at 15.

6
7

"In the result, six members of the Court (Dawson J. dissenting)
are in agreement that the common law ofthis country recognizes
a form of native title which, in cases where it has not been
extinguished, reflects the entitlement of the indigenous
inhabitants, in accordance with their laws or customs, to their
traditional lands and that, subject to the effect of some
particular Crown leases, the land entitlement of the Murray
Islanders in accordance with their laws or customs is preserved,
as native title, under the law ofQueensland"

In Mabo the Meriam people sought, in part, a declaration that, notwithstanding

the annexation of the islands by Queensland in 1879 and subsequent related actions,

they retained native title to the islands entitling "the Meriam people as against the

whole world to possession, occupation, use and enjoyment of the island".6 They were

successful in this application.
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clear and unambiguous statutory provision to the contrary,
extinguishment oJnative title by the Crown is wrongful and gives
rise to a claimJor compensatory damages. ,,g

The summary provided by Chief Justice Mason and Justice McHugh outlines

the legal outcome of the case. However, it does not outline the reasoning of the judges

towards this outcome. That reasoning can be outlined in the following way.

Prior to Mabo, Australian courts had accepted that customary native title, if it

m fact originally existed, was necessarily extinguished when the British Crown

asserted sovereignty over the Australian colonies. 12 That is, the Crown's radical title

entailed, of itself without more, the universal and beneficial ownership and use of the

,

- 5 -

id. Mason CJ and McHugh J note that the dissenting judgment of Dawson J "SUppOrts the
conclusion of Brennan J... on [this] aspect of the case since his Honour considers that native
title, where it exists, is a fann of permissive occupancy at the will of the Crown tl

: id
ibid at 31-32,38 and 43 per Brennan J.
ibid at 43-45 per Brennan J.
ibid at 48,50-51, and 57 per Brennan J.
See Attorney General (NSW) v Brown (147) I Legge 312 at 316 per Stephen CJ; Randwick
Corporation v Rllifledge (1959) 102 CLR 54 at 71 per Windeyer J; New SOllfh Wales v The
Commonwealth (1975) 135 CLR 337 at 438-439 per Stephen J. These cases are discussed by
Brennan J ibid at 26-28.

The reasoning behind the recognition of native title

There is no doubt that the Crown is sovereign in Australia. Necessarily, it is

sovereign in those territories annexed to Australia.9 However, sovereignty is a concept

distinct, in law, from the absolute beneficial ownership of land.!0 Hence, while the

Crown is sovereign in all of the territory of Australia, the Crown's "ultimate", "fmal"

or "radical" title enabling the beneficial use of the land remains subject to any pre

existing indigenous native title which has not been extinguished in a manner

recognised by the law. That is, the radical beneficial title to land is a potential

outcome of the doctrine of sovereignty - it is not a necessary incident to

sovereignty. I I

9
10
11
12
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This approach necessarily exploded the common myth of terra nullius. For, if

the Australian territories were properly terra nullius, there could be no legitimate

claim to any pre-existing native title. IS

land to the exclusion of any native title. 13 Simply stated, the High Court in Mabo took

the view that the acquisition of Australia in the name of the British Crown did not

necessarily extinguish native title. Hence the Crown's radical title did not necessarily

confer full beneficial ownership of the land. 14

Upon this view, when sovereignty was asselted over the Australian territories,

the only land which the Crown could have absolute beneficial title to was land to

which no native title extended or land to which the native title, although extending,

had been extinguished.I5 Nevertheless, an incident to the Crown's radical title was a

power to appropriate land to itself or to alienate land to others to the exclusion of

native title. 16 If, however, the Crown did not so act to appropriate or alienate the land,

the title of the indigenous people to the land remained, until the Crown so acted. 17

.<

- 6 -

ibid al 28-29 per Brelman J.
ibid at 52 and 57 per Brennan J.
ibid at 48 per Brennan J.
ibid at 48 and 63 per Brennan J.
ibid at 50-51 and 63 per Brennan J.
ibid at 45 per Brennan J.
ibid at 35 per Brennan J.

According to the commentaries of Blackstone, English municipal law became

the law of a newly discovered land if upon the first settlement by English colonists,

the discovered land was a "desert uninhabited" country. Alternatively, where the

subject land had been conquered or ceded, English municipal law applied by exercise

of the Sovereign's legislative power. 19 Importantly, after conquest or cession the law

continued to recognise the legal rights of the conquered Or ceded inhabitants.

However, where the land was terra nullius, the law did not recognise the continued
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legal rights of the inhabitants a settled land.20 As a matter of decided case law, the

inhabited territOly of New South Wales canle to be treated as "desert uninhabited"

counb:y upon the logic that the condition of the indigenous people before British

settlement was "barbarous" or the territory was "practically unoccupied, without

settled inhabitants or settled law"21

In the Mabo case itself, it was held that there was sufficient evidence of the

Meriam people's continuous occupation and settlement of the islands. They had

cultivated gardens, established a system of customary law and provided for the

passage of property from one generation to the next. Such a substratum of

complementary native title was clearly consistent wiili the law of real property which

was inherited by the Australian territories upon their settlement by British and later

inunigrants.

When the Crown asserted its sovereignty over Australia, the law governing real

property which immediately applied was that of tenure. Tenure, upon its true analysis,

was a relationship which existed between the Crown and the land occupier, not as

between the land and the land occupier.22 The docoine of tenure is said to derive in

England from the actions of King William I when he acquired all land, either by

conquest, forfeiture or surrender and then granted that land to his tenants-in-chief.

Sinlilarly, land in Australia, which had been granted by the Crown, was held on some

kind of tenure and such titles, under the accepted Australian land law of tenure, cannot

be disturbed.23 However, in Auso'alia this fundamental premise of the doctrine of

tenure - that is, the granting of interests in all land by the Crown - was not true for all

land. Some Crown land remained unalienated. 24 Hence, in Australia, the doctrine of

- 7 -

Blackstone Commentaries, Book I, ch. 4, ppl06-108.
175 CLR at 36-37 per Brennan J.
ibid at 46 per Brennan J.
ibid at 47 per Brennan J.
ibid at 69 per Brennan J.
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tenure, and its subsequent recognition of land title, could only correctly be said to

apply to land which has been granted or alienated by the Crown.25 Of necessity, then,

it could not be said to apply to deny the existence of interests concerning land - native

title being one example - which owed their existence to something other than a Crown

grant or Crown alienation.26

The decision in Mabo affects the notion of terra nullius in a number of ways.

The most important is that, for the Meriam people to be successful, it was essential

that they should dispel the notion of terra nullius. Clearly, there was evidence

suggesting a society beyond that which could be considered the proper subject of the

terra nullius doctrine, at least in respect of the Murray Islands. However, inherent in

the reason which sustained the decision of the Court in Mabo, appears to be a logic

that the whole of mainland Australia is similarly not the proper subject of the terra

nullius doctrine.28 While the actual decision concerned only the land annexed by

As such, the radical title to the beneficial use of land was subject to a number

of interests where the territory was not the subject of a Crown grant or alienation and

where the land was not terra nullius. Among those interests was indigenous native

title. The Crown, therefore, took the land subject to native title (which could be

extinguished by the Crown by legally recognised actions or extingnished by the

indigenous people themselves). The occupiers of land took the land subject to the

Crown although, in the vast majority of cases, the Crown's conduct in giving

beneficial title to land occupiers was sufficient, in law, to extinguish native title. This

was because that was tantamount to an alienation of land by the Crown inconsistent

with the continued enjoyment of native title.27
,

- 8-

ibid at 48 per Brennan J.
ibid at 48-49 per BrelU1an J.
ibid at 69 per Brennan J. See the discussion below concerning the extinguishment of native
title.
ibid at 38-43 per BrelU1an J.28
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ibid at 48 per Brennan J. 
ibid at 48-49 per BrelU1an J. 
ibid at 69 per Brennan J. See the discussion below concerning the extinguishment of native 
title. 
ibid at 38-43 per BrelU1an J. 
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What is native title?

To prove native title, an entitlement to occupy or use patticular land needs to be

established. The entitlement must be of sufficient significance to demonstrate a locally

recognised special relationship between the indigenous users and the land.36

The central concepts to native title are "presence" upon the land3? and

"connexion" with the land,38 Traditional connexion with the land will be evidenced

by the indigenous peoples' substantial continued acknowledgment of traditional laws

- 9 -

ibid at 37-38 per Brennan I.
ibid at 69 per Brennan I.
ibid at 40-43 per Brennnn I.
ibid at 58 per Brennan J.
id. See also at 88 and 110 per Deane and Gaudron II and at 187 per Toohey I.
ibid at 59 per Brennan J and at 87 per Deane and Gaudron JJ.
ibid at 59 per Brennan J and at 85 per Deane and Gaudron 11.
ibid at 86 per Deane and Gaudron n.
ibid at 188 per Toohey I.
ibid at 59 per Brennan J.

Queensland in the Mun'ay Islands, the consideration of the legal status of that land

parallels the status of other land in mainland Australia.29 This is so even if the case be

that no sinular claims will be successful within the mainland,30 The rejection of the

terra nullius doctrine was made more easy by its inherently discriminatory nature and

the fact that international law had also earlier rejected the doctrine.31

Native title (or "traditional", "customary" or "indigenous" title) has its "origin

in and is given its content by the traditional laws acknowledged by and the traditional

customs observed by the indigenous inhabitants of a tenitory".32 Its existence is

primarily a question of fact "by reference to those laws and customs",33 It may

possess characteristics unknown to, and unenforceable by, the common law,34 Native

title is not an institution of the common law.35 Instead, it is distinct from the common

law.

29
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What will amount to "presence" or "couuexion" is govemed by the demands of

the land and the indigenous society in question. Justice Breuuan said,43

"The nature and incidents ofnalive title must be ascertained as
a mailer offact by reference to those laws and cusloms. The
ascertainment may present a problem of considerable
difficulty... "

Native title is not, ordinarily, individual title. Presence upon, or couuexion

with, a particular land giving rise to native title may relate to land either conuuunally

or individually held.46 Thus, to note the example provided by Justice Toohey, a

number of groups of indigenous people may come onto the land for ceremonial

- 10-
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and customs with respect to the land.39 Native title requires presence on the land

which amounts to occupancy40 However, this need not necessarily amount to

possession as it is understood by the conuuon law.41 Such presence must be

established at least from the time the Crown asserted its geueral sovereignty.42

By this reasoning, a nomadic lifestyle per se is not inconsistent with the existence of

native title. However, the presence on the land must be more than merely coincidental

or truly random.44 Thus, as noted by Justices Deane and Gaudron, native title can

result from an indigenous people's established use of land to obtain food, either by

cultivation or hunting45
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purposes.47 Upon this basis, native title may be shared between different indigenons

groups. 48

"[t follows that a right or interest possessed as a native tit/e
cannot be acquired ji'om an indigenous people by one who, not
being a member ofthe indigenous people, does not acknowledge
their laws and obsen'e their customs; nor can such a right or
interest be acquired by a clan, group or member of the
indigenous people unless the acquisition is consistent with the
laws and customs of that people. Such a right or interest can be
acqUired outside those laws and customs only by the Crown. "

Notwithstanding the Mabo decision, the exact legal character of the native title

remains unclear. Justice Brennan took the view that native title is, in some

circumstances, "proprietary" in nature and thus capable of acconunodating personal

usufructuary rights.52 Justices Deane and Gaudron took the view that native title is

"personal" in nature, upon the premise that it is inalienable.53 However, such a

personal nature was more than a mere "pennissive occupancy".54 Justice Dawson,

- 11 -
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Because native title is not an institution of the common law, it is alienable only

in conformity with traditional customs and law. Thus, native title cannot be alienated

outside the indigenous clan or group,49 though it can be surrendered voluntarily or

upon purchase to the Crown.50 Only the Crown can acquire native title. This it can do

by virtue of the Crown's capacity as sovereign over the whole of Australian territory.

Native title cannot be acquired by those who do not acknowledge and observe the laws

and customs of the indigenous people. Justice Brennan said:5l
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who dissented, took the view that native title is only "penl1issive occupancy". Justice

Toohey declined to decide the nature of native title given that, in any case, the Crown,

acting appropriately, could readily extinguish it.55

An indigenous people's claim to possession of land, based upon native title, can

be protected, or their entitlement enforced, by a representative action brought on the

c01l11l1unity's behalf.59 That is, a single member of an indigenous c01l11l1unity has

standing to bring a Mabo style claim on behalf, and for the benefit, of the indigenous

c01l11l1unity.60

The recognition of native title by the C01l11l1on law of Australia thus allows

native title to be protected by any legal or equitable remedies which are appropriate to

the particnlar rights and interests as established by the evidence. Such rights and

interests may include proprietary, personal and usufructuary interests, whether

possessed by a c01l1111unity or a group or an individual.58
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According to the majority view in Mabo, where an indigenous clan or group

have continued to observe tradition and customs conceming their land, the native title

remains in existence. Change in the traditional society over time does not, of itself,

extinguish native title. Similarly, native title will not be lost by an indigenous society

modifying its traditional way of life.56 However, if the indigenous people abandon

their laws and customs relating to the land, or abandon the land or surrender it to the

Crown, the native title is lost. Once native title is lost, it cannot be revived.57
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How may native title be extinguished?

With the Crown's sovereignty over the whole of Australia came power to create

and extinguish private rights and interests in land within the sovereign's territoI)'. It

follows that, with sovereignty, carne the power to extinguish native title with complete

legality.61 Essentially, any Crown grant or alienation which is clearly inconsistent

with the coutinued exercise and enjoyment of native title over the land extinguishes

the native title to the extent of the inconsistency.62 In order effectively to extinguish

native title a clear intention to do so must be manifested. Justice Brennan said,63

"... the exercise ofa power to extinguish native title must reveal a
clear and plain intention to do so, whether the action be taken
by the Legislature or by the Executive. "

Such an intention will depend upon all the circumstances of the case, including the

tenns of any relevant legislation.64

However, to focus attention exclusively upon the intent of the Crown may be

misleading. Rather, what appears to be crucial under Mabo is how, in fact, the Crown

action, if any, affected the right of the indigenous people to enjoy the native title.

Justice Brennan said,65

"The extinguishing ofnative title does not depend on the actual
intention of the Governor in Council (who may not have
adverted to the rights and interests of the indigenous inhabitants
or their descendants), but on the eflect which the grant has on
the right to enjoy the native title. "

61 ibid at 63 per Brennan J, at III per Deane and Gaudron JJ and at 193-194 per Toohey J.
62 ibid at 69 per Brennan J, at 110 per Deane and Gaudron JJ and at 196 per Toohey J.
63 ibid at 64. See also at III per Deane and Gaudron JJ and at 195-196 per Toohey J.
64 ibid at 196 per TooheyJ.
65 ibid at 68.
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If the Crown's actions are more limited, in the sense that they merely regulate

the enjoyment of native title or create a regime of control which is consistent with the

continued enjoyment of native title, native title to the land will not be extinguished.68

Thus, a law reserving, or authorising reservatiou of, land for indigenous people does

not extinguish native title to the area.69 Nor would the dedication of land as a national

park or the grant of an authority to prospect for minerals.7ff

Upon this basis, the essential inquiry concerning claims to land llllder the Moho

decision must be the capacity of the indigenous people to continue to enjoy native

title. Upon such a premise, it is clear that native title would be extinguished by a grant

of the subject land in fee simple or a grant a of lease (uuless the lease pmports to

preserve native rights to enjoy the subject land).66 Similarly, appropriation ofland for

a road, railway or any other purpose, which uecessarily precludes continued

enjoyment ofnative title to the land, would also extinguish native title.67

This approach is well illustrated by an example provided by Justice Brennan. A

reservation of land for a public purpose, other than for the benefit of indigenous

persons, will not of itself extinguish native title if a right to continue to enjoy native

title is not inconsistent with that public purpose. However, if such land is then used in

a manner inconsistent to the continued enjoyment of native title, then native title will

be extinguished. Thus a reservation of land for use as a school, public office or

courthouse does not, of itself, extinguish native title. But the construction of a building

on the reserved land would be inconsistent as it is incompatible with the maintenance

of the enjoyment of native title}l
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Compensation for the extinction of native title

As may be inferred from the foregoing discussion concerning the nature of

native title, that native title may also be extinguished by surrender to the Crown

voluntarily or by the indigenous people's abandonment of their presence on, or

connexion with, the land.72

Where native title is extinguished, the Crown becomes the absolute beneficial

owner of the land.73 In all of the great torrent of words about Mabo, there was

precious little discussion about the derogation from native title fully recognised in the

High Comt's decision. Land holders in the suburbs and towns of Australia became

alarmed that their hard earned assets may be lost to claims by Aboriginal Australians

based on supposed native use hundreds of years ago. As is made clear from the Mabo

decision itself, such fears are, in general, completely groundless.
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extinguishment of native title since 1788 was not "wrongful" in the sense that it gave

rise to a c1airo for compensation. However, Justices Deane, Gaudron and Toohey took

the view that the extinguishment of native title after the introduction in 1975 of the

Racial Discrimination Act (Cth) would be invalid unless accompanied by the payment

of compensation74 Justice Toohey noted that any c1airo for compensation for

wrongful extinguishment of native title would be subject to the operation of limitation

statutes,?5 Justice Dawson disagreed with this position. Justice Brennan (with whom
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The High Court and the separation of powers doctrine

Typical of the criticisms of this kind is that voiced by the Tasmanian Premier,

Mr Groom. He is reported to have said of the High Court and the Mabo decision,78

The High Court of Australia has been criticised by commentators, including

thoughtful and temperate ones, for acting legislatively rather than judicially in the

Mabo decision. As will be shown, such criticism may be unwarranted given the true

nature of the judicial function and the High Court's proper role as a court of ultimate

authority in this country.

,
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Chief Justice Mason and Justice McHugh agreed) did not [mally decide the point.76

Justices Deane and Gaudron, further, took the view that such extinguishment of native

title would have to accord with s 51(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution - that is, it

would have to be on "just terms".77 In the face of these differing views, the issue of

compensation remains unclear. However, the majority appears to have sent out

reassuring messages concerning the scope for rights of compensation.

Fair minded Australians, I assume, would not object to the notion that

Australian Aboriginals be justly compensated by the Crown for the extinguishment of

tlleir legitimate native title. For surely, such fair minded citizens would expect just

compensation if their own title to land were extinguished by the Crown. Indeed, as

noted by Justices Deane and Gaudron, such a right to just compensation is enshrined,

in certain circumstances, within the Australian Constitution itself. We should accord

to the indigenous people of this continent in our law no lesser fundamental rights than

we decided to reserve to ourselves in the charter of our Federal Commonwealth.
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"It seems to me extraordinary that the High Court, an unelected
body, could move in one decision to overthrow all of our land
tenure laws that have servedAustralia so wellfor 200 years. "

Another example of this same accusation will be sufficient to allow this point

to be made. Professor Geoffrey de Q Walker, Dean of the Faculty of Law in the

University of Queensland, has written,81

Me Groom's statement appears prompted by a belief that "the High Court in the

Mabo case, and many others, had taken on a legislative role that should be confIned to

democratically elected representatives",79 Similarly, in emphatic terms, the former

Justice Connolly of Queensland wrote, in response to the rhetorical question: "What

was wrong with the decision?",80

- 17 -

"The polemic that has followed Mabo highlights the fact that
from a constitutional viewpoint it was not (except in relation to
the Murray islanders) a judicial decision at all. Most of the
controversy has centred on how the Court's decision should be

id.
Connolly, supra n.2, p5.
Geoffrey de QWalker "Ending Constitutional Drift: A Democratic Agenda for Change" in G
Walker, S Ratnapala and W Kasper Res/oring the Tme Republic, The Centre of Independent
Studies, 1993, p12.

"The first answer is that it was sheer invention or, ifyou prefer a
politer word, sheer legislation. As Dr Colin Howard has
observed, "The philosophy of the common law is, above all,
evolutionary, not revolutionary. Mabo is above all,
revolutionary, not evolutionary". In order to emphasise this
point, 1 shall hereafter refer to the decision as the legislation of
3 June 1992. Now, if we had a Bill of Rights, there might
conceivably be something in it upon which to hang such
legislation, but there was nothing. My thesis is, and 1 regret to
have to put it so bluntly, that this is the naked assumption of
power by a body quite unfitted to make the political and social
decisions which are involved. "
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"The polemic that has followed Mabo highlights the fact that 
from a constitutional viewpoint it was not (except in relation to 
the Murray islanders) a judicial deciSion at all. Most of the 
controversy has centred on how the Court's decision should be 

Connolly, supra n.2, pS. 
Geoffrey de Q Walker "Ending Constitutional Drift: A Democratic Agenda for Change" in G 
Walker, S Ralnapala and W Kasper Restoring the Tme Republic, The Centre of Independent 
Studies, 1993, p12. 
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Similarly, in the context of Australia's history of European settlement, Justice Dawson

concluded,84

The comments of Justice Dawson in his lonely dissent in Mabo also give some

support to the claim that the High Court, in this case, intruded impennissibly into the

legislative province. After concluding that any traditional land rights of the Australian

indigenes had long since been extinguished,82 Justice Dawson wrote,83

82
83
84

·'implemented', by federal or State legislation, or both Yet the
hallmark of a genuine judicial decision is that it requires no
legislative implementation, for the simple reason that it declares
what the current law is, and applies it to the facts. Each time a
court applies a principle to newfacts it is to a degree developing
the law, but sweeping new proclamations ofpolicy, or calls to
arms that require Acts ofparliament to put them into effect, are
quite outside the judicial functioll. The Mabo case, therefore,
except in relation to the Murray islanders, represents yet
another usurpation by the Court of the constitutional powers of
the Australian parliaments andpeople. "

"Accordingly, iftraditional land rights (or at least rights akin to
them) are to be afforded to the inhabitants of the Murray
Islands, the responsibility, both legal and moral, lies with the
legislature and not with the courts. "

"There may not be a great deal to be proud of in this history of
events. But a dispassionate appraisal of what occurred is
essential to the determination of the legal consequences,
notwithstanding the degree of condemnation which is nowadays
apt to accompany any account. The policy which lay behind the
legal regime was determined politically and. however insensitive
the politics may now seem to have been, a change in view does
not of itseif mean a change in the law. It requires the
implementation ofa new policy to do that and that is a matter
for government rather than the courts. In the meantime it would
be wrong to attempt to revise history or to fail to recognize its

And any trust or fiduciary obligation precluded by the relevant legislation: 175 CLR at 175.
id.
ibid at 145.
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In the context of the United States, James Madison wrote,85

Such a sentiment was stated in its purest fonn by the Supreme Court of the

United States in Springer et al v Government ofthe Philippine Islands, 86

legal impact, however unpalatable it may now seem. To do so
would be to impugn the foundations of the very legal system
under which this case must be decided ..

- 19 -

..... unless othenvise expressly provided or incidental to the
powers conferred, the legislature cannot exercise either
executive or judicial power; the executive cannot exercise either
legislative orjudiCial power; the judiciary cannot exercise either
executive or legislative power. ..

The Federalist No 47, reproduced in S Mittell (ed) The Federalist - Sesquicentennial Edition,
National Home Library Foundation, Washington DC, p 312 at 313.
277 US 189 (I927) at 201-202.

"The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive and
judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many,
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may justly
be pronounced the very definition oftyranny. ..

What is the separation of powers doctrine?

In its most basic fonnulation, the separation of powers doctrine prohibits one

single branch of government (the parliament, executive and judiciary) from exercising

the powers of another branch of government. The three traditional branches of

government are essentially regarded as separate in function. In this respect, the

Australian Constitution is much influenced by its American counterpart, in turn

affected by the philosophical teachings in vogue at the time when the United States

Constitution was written.
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The decision of the High Court of Australia in Boilermakers' was affmned by

the Privy Council. Their Lordships observed,89

That the doctrine of separation of powers has relevance to the Australian

Constitution cannot be denied. However, it is significant that in the Constitution, the

executive powers (although nominally vested in the Queen and exercisable by the

Governor General) were, from the start, to be administered by the Queen's Ministers

of State. Those Ministers were required by the Constitution to secure a seat in

Parliament no later than three months after their appointment as such.87 The

significance of this requirement is that it is indicative of a rejection of a strict

separation of powers doctrine in Australia.

The high watermark of the separation of powers doctrine in Australia was the

Boilermakers' case.88 In that case it was held that the Federal Parliament could not,

by legislation, confer upon a Federal court both judicial and non-judicial functions. To

purport to do so was inconsistent with the provisions of the Australian Constitulion

and also with the very structure of the Constitution. Upon this basis, the Court of

Conciliation and Arbitration could not validly exercise both judicial and non-judicial

powers. The outcome of the decision was the division of those functions respectively

between the Industrial Court (from which has grown the Federal Court of Australia)

and the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission (from which has grown the

Industrial Relations Commission of Australia).

,

- 20-

"... in a federal system the absolute independence ofthe judiciary
is the bulwark of the constitution against encroachment whether
by the legislature or by the executive. To vest in the same body

Australian Constitution, s 64.
The Queen v Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254;
Attorney-General (Cth) v The Queen (1957) 95 CLR 529; [1957] AC 288 (PC)
(1957) 95 CLR at 540-541; [1957J AC at 315.89
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executive and judicial power is /0 remove a vital constitutional
safeguard. "

An assertion that a court has breached the separation of powers doctrine by

creating law which was more properly the domain of parliament is closely linked to

the criticism of the judiciary for being too creative in the particular case. Such an

assertion typically calls for a return to greater judicial restraint.

Separation of powers. judicial restraint and the High Court

For the purist the strict separation of powers doctrine requires absolute judicial

restraint. The classical theory of judicial restraint dictates that the judges do not have

regard to "changing economic, social and political ideas" in the exercise of their

- 21 -

Swearing in ofSir Owen Dixon as ChiefJustice (1952) 85 CLR xi at xiv.
Lord Reid, "The Judge as Law Maker" (1972-1973) 12 JSPTL 22 at 22.

While this declaratory theory of strict and complete legalism is still probably

accepted by many in the general community and by politicians in Australia, it is a

view which is now held by very few Australian and English judges. Lord Reid, in

1972, denounced such a view as a "fairy tale" in which we did not believe "any

more".91

The context of the Boilermakers' decision is important. It was decided at a time

when the declaratory theory of judicial function was almost universally accepted in

Australia. Any notion that the judges invented the law was strongly rejected. Chief

Justice Dixon asserted that the law would have no meaning as a discipline if there

were not pre-existing norms which the judge merely had to find and then to apply.

Such a task might be difficult and, at times, taxing. But aided by "strict and complete

legalism", the application of logical rules and analogous reasoning, the relevant

principles oflaw would always be found.90
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Justice Deane in Oceanic Sun Line Special Shipping Company Inc v Fay98

expressed what he took to be the correct approach to be adopted when a judge is

invited to change the existing conuuon law and to adopt a new approach. He said,99

judicial power,92 "unless [such considerations1 are specifically conuuended to the

court's attention by the legislature".93 Strict adherence to the notion of judicial

restraint is given considerable weight by two undeniable factors: first, the judiciary's

exercise of a power legislative in character is illegitimate as the judiciary lacks

accountability and therefore democratic authority to make radical new laws. Secondly,

the judicial process is inapt to provide the appropriate consultative processes which

significant reform or change in the domain of the legislature requires.94

In recent years there has been a slow, but steady, drift in Australia away from

the strict theory ofjudicial restraint. The exact limits ofjudicial creativity are yet to be

defmed • assuming that the boundary could ever be defined with precision. In Caltex

Oil (Australia) Ply Limited v The Dredge "Williemstead,095 Justice Stephen in the

High Court of Australia recognised that "policy considerations must no doubt playa

very significant part in any judicial defmition of liability and entitlement in new areas

of the law".96 However, he warned that to "~pply generalized policy considerations

directly... instead of formulating principles from policy and applying those

principles... is... to invite uncertainty and judicial diversity."97

·22·

D Menzies "Australia and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council" (1968) 42 ALl 79 at
81.
p Crisp "Legal Dynamics" (1965)39 Ail81 at 81.
See the comments of Mason J in State Government Insurance Commission v Trigwell & Ors
(1979) 142 CLR 617 at 633.
(1976) 136 CLR 529.
ibid at 567.
id.
(1988) 165 CLR 197.
ibid at 252.
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The High Court "creates" law

"There are three main reference points to which regard should
be paid in deciding whether the United Kingdom doctrine should
be accepted as the law of this country. They are legal principle,
decided authority and policy. "

That the High Court of Australia has substantially abandoned strict adherence

to past authority and the notion of judicial restraint is evidenced not just in Mabo. It

can be seen in a number of recent decisions which exemplify that court's new-found

creativity.

,
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ibid at 255.
id.
(1988) 165 CLR 107.
Mason CI, Wilson, Deane, Toohey and Gaudron II; Brennan and Dawson JJ dissenting.

100
101
102
103

In Trident General Insurance Co Limited v McNeice Bros Proprietary

Limited102 the High Court by majority103 held that a person, not a party to an

insurance contract, was entitled to enforce the indemnity against the party's liability to

pay damages as the result of a successful claim in negligence against the party. While

In that particular case Justice Deane went on to fmd that the argwnents for

change based upon suggested policy and principle were "not sufficiently strong" to

warrant the Court's departing from the established law.l00 He stated that, in such a

situation, change was the proper domain of the legislation "enacted after full inquiry

and informed assessment of international as well as domestic considerations of a kind

which the Court is not equipped to make of its own initiative."IOI Despite these

cautious words, one is left with the impression that, if the policy considerations before

Justice Deane had been considered more compelling, the judge would have had little

hesitation in over-ruling the pre-existing authorities. As such, the comments of Justice

Deane represent a clear recognition of the proper and legitimate creative role of the

courts - especially of the nation's highest court.

•
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In The Queen v LI08 the High Court unanimouslyl09 rejected the notion that,

by reason of marriage, there was an irrevocable consent to sexual intercourse on the

part of a spouse. This legal fiction had survived for two centuries. It was peremptorily

terminated.

the ramifications of the decision remain to be explored, the decision may have

dispensed with the doctrine of privity of contract. It may have done so by court

decision and this despite many calls for legislative reform which earlier fell upon deaf

ears in Parliament.

,
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(1991) 171 CLR 468.
Mason CJ, Deane, Gaudron and McHugh JJ; Brennan. Dawson and Toohey JJ dissenting.
See also R v George Sawas (1991) 55 A Crim R 241 (NSWCCA) where the NSW Court of
Criminal Appeal held that the McKinney rule of practice applied prospectively only.
171 CLR at 478-479.
(1991) 174 CLR 379.
Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane, Dawson and Toohey JJ.

Similarly, in McKinney v The Queen 104 the High Court, by majority105, laid

down a "rule of practice for the future" to be applied in the context of confessions

made by a person in police custody. The "rule" was that, wherever police evidence of

a confessional statement allegedly made by an accused while in police custody was

disputed a trial, and its making was not reliably corroborated, the judge should warn

the jury of the danger of convicting on the basis of that evidence alone. 106 Law

reform bodies had for years cried out for legislative reform in this area <as Justice

Brennan noted in a powerful dissent107). The court-mandated requirement would

have implications for police practice and resources. Yet the High Court would wait no

longer for legislation based on law reform reports. It acted resolutely itself to defend

the justice of proceedings in Australian Courts.
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In David Securities Pty Limited & Drs v Commomvealth Bank ofAustralial15

the majority116 held that a rule, well settled for nearly two hundred years, precluding

the recovery of money paid under mistake of law should no longer be regarded as part

of the law of Australia.

In Dietrich v The Queen 117 the majority118 held that, in the absence of

exceptionai circumstances, a judge should, on application, adjoUlll, postpone or stay a

criminal trial where an indigent accused person, charged with a serious offence is,

through no fault of their own, unable to obtain legal representation. If such an

In Australian Capital Television Pty Limited v The Commoml'ealth [No. 2]1 10

the High Colll'!, by majority111, held invalid key provisions of the Political

Broadcasts and Political Disclosures Act 1991 (Cth) upon the ground that they

involved a severe impairment of freedoms previously enjoyed by Australian citizens to

discuss public and political affairs and to criticise Federal institutions. An implied

guarantee of freedom of speech with respect to public and political discussion was

found to be inherent to a constitutional democracy such as Australia. 112 This was

despite the fact that previous suggestions that the Australian Constitution required

freedom of speech and other communication113 had been strongly rejected. 114

,
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(1992) 177 CLR 106.
Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane, Toohey, Gaudron and McHugh JJ; Dawson J dissenting.
See also Nationwide News Pry Ltd v Wills (1992) 177 CLR 1 in which the High Court
declared invalid statutory provisions protecting the Industrial Relations Commission from
forms of contempt. Some of the Judges drew upon the inference to be found in the Australian
Constitution as to a fundamental freedom of expression in relation to public affairs and
freedom to criticise public institutions.
See Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Limited v The Commonwealth &Ors (1977)
139 CLR 54 at 88 per Murphy J.
See, for example, Miller v TCN Channel 9 Proprietary Limited (1986) 161 CLR 556 at 579
per Mason J.
(1992) 175 CLR353.
Mason CJ, Deane, Toohey, Gaudron and McHugh JJ~ Brennan and Dawson JJ dissenting.
(1992) 177 CLR 292.
Mason CJ, Deane, Toohey, Gaudron and McHugh JJ; Brennan and Dawson JJ dissenting.
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case.

application were refused and the resulting trial were unfair, the conviction might be

quashed upon the ground of miscarriage of justice. This decision was in marked

contrast to the earlier decision of the High Court in Mclnnis v The Queen. I 19 The

dissent of Justice Murphy in that case was approved, and followed, in the Die/rich

These examples clearly demonstrate the High Court's marked tendency toward

judicial activism and creativity.120 Against such a pro-active and reformatory

approach, it ought not have come as any real surprise to the astute observer of the

judiciary in Australia that the High Court in Mabo would adopt the course which it

did. No doubt the Mabo decision is creative. No doubt it sits upon the fine line which

separates a truly legislative act from the exercise of true judicial function. But, it is

certainly consistent with the recent approach of the High Court to many difficuJt

problems where injustices have long endured and been completely ignored by the

legislature despite repeated calls for urgent reform.

,

(1979) 143 CLR 575.
On judicial activism, see generally M McHugh liThe Law-Making Function of the Judicial
Process" (1988) 62 ALl 15 and 116; C R SynmlOns "The Function and Effect of Public Policy
in contemporary Common Law" (1977) 51 ALl 185.
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in Australia may be the more noticeable only because of their earlier abstinence long

maintained. That abstinence may have created a log jam of injustice which only now

the High Cowl and other Australian Cowls are striving to clear.

Where inquiry is focussed upon the creative nature of the judiciary, except in

very clear cases, the debate often turns to emotive, rather than substantive, questions.

Maho is a very clear example of this. The essential complaint is not about the legal

veracity of the Maho decision. Pace Mr Connolly, few would argue that six of the

seven Justices of the High Cowl simply got the law wrong. The essential complaint, as

I understand it, is that the Court ought not have done what it did in this case. Yet

Maho, reduced to fundamentals, says only that: (a) our system of real property law

accommodates native title; (b) native title may be extinguished; (c) it may be

extinguished in a number of ways by either the Crown or by the indigenous people

themselves; and (d) where it has been extinguished there may (or may not) be a right

to compensation.

Whether the High Cowl ought to have ventured upon this rather modest re

statement of the law, so explained, invites conflicting opinions about the proper limits

of judicial creativity. In my own respectful opinion, the High Court acted

appropriately in overturning a doctrine which was inherently discriminatory and which

no longer conformed (if it ever did) to modern notions about the rights of indigenous

societies and their legitimate claims upon settler societies. In acting as is did, the High

Cowl undoubtedly overturned and restated important and fimdamental aspects of the

common law of Australia. But in so acting, it was not effecting a usurpation of the

legislative fimction. It was merely performing one aspect - the creative aspect - of the

Court's own judicial fimction and its duty to the Australian community. Let no one

doubt that judges of the common law have been making up law for centuries. That is

the very nature of the system. That is the reason why its highly practical techniques of
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The High Court and the common law

The Mabo decision made clear the circumstances in which the common law of

problem solving have outlasted the British Empire and are in operation in the busy

courts of the four comers of the world, serving about one-third ofhumanity.

That the courts of Australia have a duty to state the common law is made clear

by Mabo. Justice Brennan stated the relevant principles of this duty in the following

manner 121,

"

"In discharging its duty to declare the common law ofAustralia,
this Court is not free to adopt nJies that accord with
contemporary notions of justice and human rights if their
adoption wouldfracture the skeleton ofprinciple which gives the
body of our law its shape and internal consistency. Australian
law is not only the historical successor of, but is 'an organic
development from, the law ofEngland. Although our law is the
prisoner of its history, it is not now bound by decisions ofcourts
in the hierarchy of an Empire then concerned with the
development ofits colonies. It is not immaterial to the resolution
of the present problem that, since the Australia Act 1986 (Cth)
came into operation, the law of this country might legitimately
develop independently of English precedent. I22 Increasingly
since 1968123, the common law of Australia has been
substantially in the hands of this Court. Here rests the ultimate
responsibility of declaring the law of the nation. Although this
court is free to depart from English precedent which was earlier
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Australia may be overruled as it advances to a higher principle. In so doing, it

provided invaluable guidance for future courts faced with like problems in completely

different areas of the law, less controversial.
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followed as stating the common law ofthis countly124, it cannot
not do so where the departure would fracture what I have called
the skeleton ofprinciple. The Court is even more reluctant to
depart from earlier decisions of its own,125 The peace and
order ofAustralian society is built on the legal system. It can be
modified to bring it into conformity with contemporary notions
ofjustice and human rights, but it cannot be destroyed It is not
possible, a priori, to distinguish between cases that express a
skeletal principle and those which do not, but no case can
command unquestioning adherence if the nile it expresses
seriously offends the values of justice and human rights
(especially equality before the law) which are aspirations of the
contemporary Australian legal system. If a postulated rule of
common law expressed in earlier cases seriously offends those
contemporary values, the question arises whether the rule
should be maintained and applied Whenever such a question
arises, it is necessOlY to assess whether the particular nile is an
essential doctrine of our legal system and whether, if the rule
were to be overturned, the disturbance to be apprehended would
be disproportionate to the benejitf/owingfrom the overturning."

One may restate this principle in the following form. A rule of common law

may be overturned by the appellate court if the postulated rule "seriously offends the

values of justice and human rights". However, such a rule may not be overturned if

"the disturbance to be apprehended would be disproportionate to the benefit flowing

from the overturning". Thus, a balancing exercise is required involving judgment in

each case. The competing interests at work are the modification of the legal system "to

bring it into conformity with contemporary notions of justice and human rights" and

the peril of destroying the "skeleton of principle which gives the body of our law its

shape and internal consistency". Where the challenged rule of law is so entrenched

and fundamental to our common law system that change cannot be accommodated, the

change will not be permissible. Then to change the law would be destructive of our

Cook v Cook (1986) 162 CLR 376 at 390 and 394; Viro v The Queen (1978) 141 CLR 88 at
93,120-121,132,135, ISO-lSI, 166 and 174.
Jones v the Commonweatth (1987) 61 ALJR 348 at 349; John v Federal Commissioner of
Taxation (1989) 166 CLR 417 at 438-439 and 451-452; McKinney v The Queen (1991) 171
CLR 468 at 481-482.
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very system of common law. Any such changes must be left to Parliament which, it

can be assumed, would act with care and justice to most of the interests involved.

The inherently discriminatory nature of the application of the doctrine of terra

nullius meant that it no longer accorded with, what Justice Brennan, described as

"values of justice and human rights". Similarly, the concept of terra nullius being

applied to inhabited lands (such as the Murray Islands) was itself questionable. Justice

Brennan focussed upon the inappropriateness of the doctrine of terra nullius in a

modern society. His Honour said,l26

According to the High Court in Mabo the concept of terra nullius was merely a

categorisation of the Australian continent's land established by earlier cases. Such a

categorisation represented an element of the common law susceptible to change

without dire consequence for the totality of our common law. Similarly, and as a

consequence, the common law governing real property, properly interpreted, drew a

distinction between the Crown, as sovereign, having title to Australia and owning

beneficially all of the land in Anstralia. That is, the common law applicable

accommodated the Crown's sovereignty to Australia's land subject only to the

indigenous native tile. In fact, the common law itself (not to say statute law) provides

perfectly effective means for that indigenous native tile to be extinguished. Thus,

according to the principles explained by Justice Brennan, the recognition of

indigenous native title did nothing to fracture the skeleton of the common law.

,

"If the international law notion that inhabited land may be
classified as terra nullius no longer commands general support,
the doctrines of common law which depend on the notion that
native peoples may be "so low in the scale of social
organisation" that it is "idle to impute to such people some
shadow of the rights /mown to Ollr law"127 can hardly be
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retained If it were permissible in past centuries to keep the
common in step with international law, it is imperative in today's
world that the common law should neither be nor seen to be
frozen in an age ofracial discrimination.

The fiction by which the rights and interests of indigenous
inhabitants in land were treated as non-existent was justified by
a policy which has no place in the contemporary law of this
country. "

Adopting a slightly different approach, one could argue alternatively that all the

Mabo decision did was to reject the notion that the Murray Islands were properly

categorised as terra nullius and made clear what the applicable common law actually

was in that circumstance. If that be the case, the common law was not really

overturned at all. It was not even changed (except in as far as the earlier cases held

that Anstralia had been terra nullius at the time of settlement). Instead a fundamental

error of fact about Australia at the time of settlement was cOlTected.

If one accepts the foregoing, Mabo was essentially nothing more that a

clarification of law and a re-fmding of fact. In such a case, the spectre ofMabo, as an

illegitimate decision of law, is properly answered. The essential question for legal

advisers of today is relatively simple. It is: in a particular situation do the factual

circumstances give rise to a prima facie claim for indigenous native title and if so,

what, if any, actions by indigenous people themselves, the Crown or a legislature with

power may be said to have extinguished that prima facie claim? The only substantive

question of law which then remains, if a claim exists or has been non-consensually

terminated, is the disputable question of compensation.

The impact of international law

The Mabo decision also provides guidance as to the appropriate influence

which international law and instruments may have on the development of Australia's

common law in the years ahead.
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Early recognition within the High Court of Australia of potential role of

international instruments to influence Australian law may be found in the judgments

of Justice Murphy.131 However, in receut years, the acceptance of international law

and international instruments in performing the judicial function has steadily

grown. 132 The culmination in Australia of this new found legitimacy for international

law - as an influence upon domestic law· was the Mabo decision.

It is usually only where the issue for determination before a court is uncertain

that a judge will seek the guidance of international legal material. 129 Such uncertainty

may arise where an established docnme of the common law, by the passage of time,

becomes inappropriate to the responsibilities and demands of modem society. Such

was the case in Mabo. It may also arise where a statute is ambiguous and a principle

of international law is relevant to assist in resolving the ambiguity.130

Before Mabo there was no doubt that intemationallaw was a source of our law.

However, the impact of international law was, for the most part, one of influence only.

It remains probable that international law is not, as such, part of the domestic law of

Australia - as indeed of most countries. luternational law does not generally become

part of domestic law until either Parliament so enacts or the judiciary incorporates the

principles into the domestic law. 128 lu adopting and adapting the principles of

international law in domestic decisions, the influence of international law is increased.

Nevertheless, the incorporation of internatiouallaw into domestic law by the judiciary

remains the exception, and not the rule.
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For the purposes of determining what the common law of Australia truly was in

Mabo Justice Brennan had regard to the influence of international law. He said, 133

Justice Brennan's statement is significant for a number of reasons. It is the most

explicit recognition of the stated principle yet found in the decisions of Australia's

highest Court. It provides for the future development of the conunon law of Australia

in general harmony with the developing principles of international law. It provides to

those who advocate the beneficial influence of international law a cause for renewed

vigour. 135

"Whatever the justification advanced in earlier days for refi/sing
to recognize the rights and interests in land of the indigenous
inhabitants of sel/led colonies, an unjust and discriminatory
doctrine of that kind can no longer be accepted The
expectations of the international community accord in this
respect with the contemporary values of the Australian people.
The opening up of international remedies to individuals
pursuant to Australia's accession to the Option Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights134 brings
to bear on the common law the powerfi/l influence of the
Covenant and the international standards it imports. The
common Imy does not necessarily conform with international
lmy, but international law is a legitimate and important
influence on the development of the common ImY, especially
when international lmv declares the existence of universal
human rights. A common lmv doctrine founded on unjust
discrimination in the enjoyment of civil and political rights
demands reconsideration. It is contrary both to international
standards and to the fundamental values ofour common lmv to
entrench a discriminatory rule which, because of the supposed
position on the scale of organisation of the indigenous
inhabitants of a sel/led colony, denies them a right to occupy
their traditional lands. "
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Similarly, in Chu Keng Lim v The Minister for Immigration, Local Government

& Ethnic 4ffairs 141 the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was

considered once again. While, it was not determinative of the decision in that case,

Justices Brennan, Deane and Dawson made their position clear. They Honours

said,142

"Although this provision of the Covenant is not part of our
municipal law, it is a legitimate influence on the development of
the common law. 140 Indeed, it is incongnwus that Australia
should adhere to the Covenant containing the provision unless
Australian Courts recognise the entitlement and Australian
governments provide the resources reqUired to carry that
entitlement into effect. But the Courts cannot, independently of
the Legislature and the Executive, legitimately declare an
entitlement to legal aid. "

The impact of Mabo, in this respec~ has already been felt to some extent. For

example, the High Court in Australian Capital Television Pty Ltd v The

Commomvealth136 implied into the Australian Constitution a guarantee of freedom of

communication as to public and political discussion. Justice Brennan, 137 in particular,

had regard to Canadian and United States decisions on basic rights as well as

decisions in the European Commission of Human Rights. In Dietrich v The Queen138

the High Court also considered the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights. Of the Covenan~ Justice Brennan in that case said,139
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which accords with the obligations of Australia under an
international treaty.143 The provisions of {the relevant
statutej. .. are, however, quite unambiguous ".

See. eg, Garland v British Rail Engineering Ltd [1983J 2 AC 751 at 771; AUorney-General v
Guardian Newspapers Lid [No 2J [1990] AC 109, per Lord Goff of Chieveley, at 283;
Derbyshire CC v Times Newspapers Ltd [1992J 3 All ER 65 at 77-78, 86-87. 92-93.
175 CLR at 42 per Brennan J.

The significance ofMabo in this respect is, therefore, that it has reinforced the

legitimacy of international law and instruments as proper sources of influence in the

development of the domestic common law of Australia. The proper inference to be

drawn is that, after Mabo, the as.tute lawyer in Australia will, where appropriate, direct

the attention of Australian coutts to relevant international material. Coutts themselves,

upon the basis of Mabo and the subsequent cases, will increasingly regard such

144

143

material as legitimate sources oLdata. As the cases bear out, such use of international

material need not be limited to circumstances in which "international law declares the

existence of universal human rights",144 The use will come to extend to other,

perhaps more mundane, circmnstances. In this respect, Mabo has dictated that the

common law of Australia will in future be influenced by legal authority, policy,

principle and applicable rules of international law.

What is so revolutionary~ about this notion? In the age of nuclear fission, the

Human Genome Project, glObal telecommunications, jumbo jets, international

problems such as HIV/AIDS, and so on, do we not need a legal system - and legal

weapons in our judicial armoury - which, in appropriate cases, can bring our

Australian law into harmony with the advancing law of the community of nations? I

suggest that we do. Mabo advances this necessary and beneficial legal development

apt for the coming century.
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Where the particular factual circumstances prevent the recognition of native

title, by the application of the established conunon law principles,147 native title has

often been recognised by legislative enactment. 148 It is surprising to note that, in the

Uuited States, the recognition of indigenous native title at conunon law, once adopted

How remarkable is the recognition of native title?

The recognition of indigenous or Aboriginal land rights is by no means peculiar

to the law of Australia. Indeed, Australia is one of the last of the conunon law nations

to acknowledge in its legal system the legitimacy of indigenous or aboriginal land

rights.

For example, the right of indigenous people to native title has been recognised,

in a similar form to Mabo, in Canada145. Likewise, in Amodu Tijani v The Secretary,

SOllthern Nigeria 146 the Privy Council recognised that a "usufructuary" right was

vested in the indigenous people of a part of Nigeria, despite the fact that the "radical"

title to land was held by the British Crown. In New Zealand, the courts have been

vigilant in their protection of the conunon law rights of the Maori - although in that

country the Treaty of Waitangi establishes a special relationship between the Crown

and the Moari people which has no equivalent in Australian history.
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by the Supreme Court, now appears to be denied. It has largely become the domain of

the legislature. 149

To those who say that the creative judiciary ought to have waited for the

legislatures of Australia to correct this long standing affront to justice to an

unimportant section of the Australian community - the questions come back: why had

they not acted before now? How long must the courts wait before discharging their

own constitutional duty to ensure justice under the law?

Without embarking on any detailed analysis of the developments in other

jurisdictions, the point to be made is that, by whatever means chosen in each particular

jurisdiction, native or indigenous title has been recognised in most settler and non

settler communities of the common law. In many cases, principles have been adopted

similar to those applied in Mabo. The particular factual circumstances sometimes

demanded a different result. However, an inference may clearly be drawn to be drawn

that the High Court's decision in Mabo was by no means remarkable - still less

revolutionary - tested against international developments. Instead, it was in line with

the international developments of accepted responsibilities towards indigenous people

and it was in line with the responses of many legal system similar to our own, which

had long ago abandoned the fiction of terra nullius. 150

,
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Conclusions

In my respectful opinion, the Mabo decision is commendable in a number of

respects. First, the High Court recognised the legitimate claims of indigenous people

to native title. It did so overruling the inappropriate application of the common law

doctrine of terra nullius to the Australian continent. That the application of terra

nullius was inappropriate to inhabited countries - such as Australia undoubtedly was 

was explicitly recognised by the Court. No fair minded person, with knowledge of the

Aboriginal presence in Australia before British settlement, could seriously object to

the decision of the nation's highest court in refusing any longer to build its laws as to

land title on a myth and a falsehood.

Secondly, the High Court provided valuable guidance to Australian courts in

respect of two crucial aspects of the future development of our common law system.

Those are: the proper influence which intemationallaw and international instruments

may play in the development of the common law; and, the proper circumstances in

which long standing rules of the common law in Australia may be overruled.

Thirdly, the decision itself, and the subsequent debate, brings to the fore the

important issue of the judicial role in a constitutional democracy. The criticism of the

decision upon the basis that the High Court in Mabo usurped a legislative function

overlooks the legitimate judicial function of judicial creativity'in the law. The High

Court has increasingly assumed that function in recent years as I have shown. Other

Australian courts have also followed suit. The creative function invites, to some

degree, a rejection of the concept of strict judicial restraint. But creativity in the

common law judiciary is by no means a recent development. Ultimately, the duty of

the courts of Australia requires of them the attairnnent of a proper balance between

stability and adaptation of the common law to new and ever changing social

circumstances. The Mabo decision is consistent with, and is an example of, the High

Court's performance of its judicial function.
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It is clear that Mobo, as it stands now, leaves many questions unanswered.

However, those questions did not have to be answered by the High Court in that case.

The decision has, nevertheless, provided a framework for the recognition of

indigenous native title. That framework must now be completed, either by subsequent

case law or by legislative enactment. At least now, Australia has a judicial stimulus to

action: to establishing a more just legal system as it affects the Aboriginal people of

this continent.

Without Mobo, that stinmlus might never have been provided. As a civilised

people, we need to ponder that fact when we criticise the decision in Mobo and the

judges responsible for it. In the long perspective of history, Mobo will probably be

seen as remarkable not for its delivery in 1992 but because it was so long coming in

Australian law. It will be viewed as an illustration of the way in which the common

law system eventually corrects itself of most errors and rights most wrongs. Being a

system based upon human reason and justice it eventually attains those goals. It did so

here. The correction creates, it is true, some uncertainty and some opposition at the

time. But, far from being a revolutionary usnrpation by the judges of legislative

power, Mobo is an example of the common law in action.

It would be most unfortunate if the High Court of Australia, or indeed other

Australian courts, were to respond to the debate which has followed the Mobo

decision by abdicating or curtailing their legitimate creative functions, returrllng the

courts to a less creative role. Such an outcome would remit the common law of

Australia to a condition of stagnancy, inhibiting the necessary correction of injustices

by the courts in the daily performance of their charter.

Views may legitimately differ about whether, in the particular matter of native

title in Australia, the judges of the High Court would have been wiser to stay their
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hands and leave reform to Parliament. But my own assessment is that history will treat

the decision kindly. As it will the judges who made it.
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